Introduction
The origin of human voice is quite mysterious since first spoken myth and nowadays it became also highly interesting subject of scientific research. Many theories try to explain how the voice is produced, see for example [10] , but beside scientific interest the understanding is also important to help patients with voice disorders or even irreversible damaged voice.
The human phonation represents a coupled problem compoused of three different physical fields -the deformation of the vocal folds (elastic body), the complex fluid flow and the acoustics together with all mutual couplings. It is sometimes refered as fluid-structure-acoustic interaction problem, see e.g. [6] . Because any measurement of vocal folds (VF) inside human airway is very complicated the numerical simulation plays here irreplaceable role.
The acoustic part is here solved with the aid of acoustic analogies because direct computation of acoustic part within compressible fluid flow simulation has to face many known problems, see [4] . One of them, the acoustic pressure is usually lower by three to six orders than the hydrodynamic pressure and it is just a small fluctuating part of overall pressure. Moreover there is length scale disparities, where for example small eddy with diameter of 1 mm can produce sound wave with wavelength of 1 m. At the end the domains of interest are typically quite different. Therefore the hybrid approach, when first fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem is solved and later according to the chosen acoustic analogy the sound propagation is computed, is used with benefits of problemspecific solvers and substantial lower computation demand, see [8] . The Lighthill acoustic analogy and perturbed convective wave equation (PCWE) are introduced here.
In this paper, we focus mainly on the investigation of frequency transfer characteristics of different human vocal tract models. Every vowel has different shape of vocal tract connected with different formants, i.e. a spectral peak of the sound spectrum, so the function of vocal tract can be imagined as linear acoustic filter, which some frequencies amplifies and other suppresses. In article [11] authors computed sound propagation (based on the FSI simulation) through vocal tract model inspired by vowel [u:]. We will here study resonant frequencies of vocal tract geometries based on transfer function approach, see [7] .
The mathematical description of acoustic problems is given in the first section of this article, the second chapter contains description of four different geometries denoted here as M1 -M4 and in the end the resonant frequencies are determined and the discussion concludes this contribution.
Mathematical description
For the sake of simplicity we restrict us to a two-dimensional problem. The acoustic domain Ω a , where the acoustic problem is solved, is depicted in Figure 1 . It is composed of three parts Ω 
Acoustics
The acoustic propagation can be described by the wave equation
where p a is the acoustic pressure and f (x, t) is a function of the sound source distribution. Problem (1) is closed with zero initial condition and the following combinations of boundary conditions are considered:
c) PML approach.
The boundary condition (2 a)) is called sound soft because it stands for farfield boundary with no reflection. Since the boundary with prescribed condition (2 b)) represents boundary with perfect reflection and outer unit normal n, the name of condition is sound hard. The PML approach is described below.
PML
In order to simulate the open-boundary problem in bounded domains the PML technique was used. It consists of a few additional layers of elements along the normal direction of boundaries, which represents interface with open space. Inside these layers the sound waves are effectively damped to zero. The most important property is that there is no reflection at the interface between propagation region and PML, therefore the name perfectly matched.
The basic idea behind that is the proper choice of complex value of sound speed and density inside PML layer such that the propagation media and PML has the same acoustic impedance. Then the reflection coefficient is equal zero. For the formulation and numerical implementation we refer to [3] .
Transfer function.
We will study the behaviour of harmonic solution in the form of p a (t) = Re pe iωt excited by sound sources at form f (t) = Re f e iωt with notation ω for angular frequency. It transforms the previous problem (1) to Helmholtz equation
see e.g. [2] . The equation (3) is supplied with the same boundary conditions as problem (1) . The transfer function is usually (for example in mechanics) defined as ratio between input and output. Similarly to this approach we introduce here the transfer function as the ratio between a harmonic inputf at arbitrary chosen boundary Γ exc of excitation and the amplitude of outputp at microphone position denoted as the point A
The evaluation of transfer function over frequency interval of interest gives us the sought sensitivity of the studied sound canal.
Aeroacoustics
Based on the computed FSI problem the flow induced sound can be calculated from stored field data with the use of suitable acoustic analogy. Along many others the Lighthill analogy and PCWE analogy are described and used. The first mentioned has advantage of exact equation as it is derived from Navier-Stokes equations with no additional assumptions. The drawback of Lighthill analogy is a higher inclination to numerical errors during sound source computation. The derivation of PCWE approach is rather complicated but its formulation and numerical performance is better.
Lighthill analogy
The propagation of sound is given by inhomogeneous wave equation in the form
for unknown pressure fluctuation p = p − p 0 , where p 0 and ρ 0 mean stagnant pressure and density, respectively. The sound sources on the right hand side are described by the Lighthill tensor
As first acoustic analogy it was published by Lighthill in 1952, see [5] . The Lighthill tensor can be for high Reynold number approximated by
where the viscous part given by τ f ij and the part connected with heat conduction (p − c 2 ρ )δ ij are neglected, for further details see [5] .
The same types of boundary conditions as for problem (1) are utilized. The drawback of Lighthill analogy is that the pressure fluctuations p in general is not equal to a acoustic pressure p a because it should be rather considered as superposition of acoustic and hydrodynamic pressure. This superposition is obvious in the regions, where acoustic computational domain coincides with the fluid flow domain, see [4] . Outside fluid domain, where fluid velocity is regarded as zero, the pressure fluctuations is already equal to acoustic pressure.
PCWE analogy
The PCWE analogy is based on general splitting of fluid flow quantities into mean and fluctuating non-acoustic (i.e. incompressible) and acoustic (i.e. compressible) parts
Then using these assumptions
• acoustic field is a fluctuating field,
• acoustic field requires compressible media and p = p a ,
• acoustic field is irrotational, i.e. ∇ × v a = 0, in the splitting procedure leads to the following partial differential equation for v a and p
where the substantial derivative
For further details see [1] . These equations can be rewritten into one with the help of acoustic potential ψ a related to the acoustic particle velocity v a = −∇ψ
For further details see [1] . Eq. (10) has a quite big advantage of only first time derivative of the pressure p ic connected with incompressible flow, which acts as right hand sound source term. The another advantage of PCWE analogy is that it is formulated directly for acoustic pressure, so the solution of (10) provides acoustic pressure in the whole domain, i.e. also in near field, see [4] . The wave equation (10) is equipped again with the zero initial condition and the sound hard boundary conditions.
Vocal tract geometries
The vocal tract geometry used for acoustic propagation simulation is shown in Figure 2 . It is in general a domain between the glottis and the mouth. Here, it consists of domain Ω a src , where the FSI problem was solved, inserted prolongation region Ω prol by reason of smooth connection, a model of vocal tract Ω tract based on data from MRI measurements for vowel [u:], see [9] , and far field region Ω far . The diameters r i of cross-sections perpendicular to x-axis of domain Ω tract (i.e. the cross-section y-dimensions) are determined from area cross-section area A i of [9] in chosen cut positions as 
Numerical results
The problem (3) was numerically solved by academic solver CFS++ based on finite element method. The frequency range of 80 − 4000 Hz was investigated for different settings with transfer function approach. Then the transient propagation of sound sources for one case was computed.
Transfer function
Before computation of transfer function for different geometries the influence of boundary conditions was examined. In Figure 3 it is shown comparison of PML approach and soft boundary condition applied on Γ out . The PML approach should better describe physical reality because it does not assume no exact pressure value at boundary as soft boundary condition. Nevertheless the second approach leads to more detectable peaks of transfer function, so we will apply condition (2 b)) in further simulations. The comparisons for different excitation boundaries and for different microphone positions are shown in Figure 4 . The position of sound excitation in the glottis area, i.e. boundary Γ gl , exhibits better correspondence with results of sound propagation obtained by acoustic analogies in [11] than the excitation located at boundary Γ in . So in next calculations the glottis position of excitation will be chosen. The different microphone positions do not have considerable impact on results, only in the case of microphone outside mouth opening the information of node position at frequency of 3570 Hz is missing, therefore in the next we will put microphone at mouth opening.
Then the transfer function was computed for M1-M4 setting. The results are compared with first three formants of vowel [u:], see [9] , and they are listed in right column of Figure 5 . Only the setting M4 which is in accordance with the length of vocal tract from [9] without any extra inserted computational fluid flow (CFD) domain has three resonant frequencies in range 80 − 2500 Hz while others with additional volume have there four peaks. However, the location of peaks does not agree with the measured formants.
The cases M1 and M3 show overestimation of resonant frequencies by approximately 200 Hz. The best fit with expected resonant frequencies of vocal tract has setting M2, where the wider version of CFD domain with prolongation part and without area before glottis is considered. Nevertheless one extra peak is present.
Aeroacoustics
The transient acoustic simulation was performed for vocal tract geometry M2. The sound sources were computed from known numerical simulation of fluid-structure interaction problem, i.e. induced vibration of vocal folds driven by constant pressure gradient of 1600 Pa prescribed at inlet boundary Γ In . For simulation details we refer to [11] .
The sound sources were calculated according formula (7) -Lighthill analogy and (10) -PCWE analogy. Additionally, for purpose of simplicity we neglected mean velocity in (10) to obtain so called acoustic wave equation (AWE), see [4] .
The propagation of sound sources were afterwards computed for all three cases. The acoustic pressure monitored at microphone position outside mouth (x = 0.25 m, y = 0 m) and its Fourier transform are shown in Figure 6 The Lighthill analogy captured well first two formants but third and forth is not visible. The AWE analogy, which is substantially easier to implement than PCWE analogy, matched all three formants, but the PCWE peaks are more significant. This is caused by different sound source structure. In PCWE case the source source is given by the substantial derivative as This paper presents the transfer function approach which can describe the resonant properties of acoustic system considered as linear system. Here the resonant frequencies of 2D vocal tract model are determined. First the different combination of boundary conditions and position of excitation and microphone are tested. Subsequently the four different settings with and without CFD domain are investigated and compared with measured formants of vowel [u:] from article [9] . The best correspondence shows second studied vocal tract model (denoted as M2), i.e. wider CFD domain without area before glottis, however one additional resonant frequency in frequency range of interest is present.
Second section of results presents the comparison of three different acoustic analogies applied on the data from FSI simulation. The results exhibit a very good correspondence with frequencies predicted by transfer function approach for the vocal tract model M2. The best match shows PCWE acoustic analogy.
